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If you, or people you know, have a public presence, high net worth, or something desirable to online
thieves, conventional security best practices may not be sufficient. Increasingly, online thieves are targeting
individuals directly via a technique called “spearfishing,” which relies on the shocking ease of stealing a cell
phone number and then using it to reset passwords (see “SMS Text Message Login Codes Autofill in
iOS 12 and Mojave, but Remain Insecure,” 4 October 2018). Authenticator apps are the generally
accepted solution to this problem, but they can be problematic for a number of reasons, including being
too difficult to use for non-technical users.
My partner Caroline Green and I co-own a Mac consulting firm in Manhattan. This year, we’ve seen
two cases of spearfishing and heard of several others. In the cases we worked on, several critical accounts
were stolen, such as email, domain hosting, and social media sites. While we were able to recover most of
them eventually, there’s no guarantee that we could do so successfully in other situations. Further, the
accounts were inaccessible for days, and reputation damage could have easily occurred via abuse of the
accounts.
We worry that spearfishing will become more common as the tools and techniques of malicious actors
become more sophisticated and widespread. The challenge for us as consultants and tech experts is to be
able to offer our clients—especially those with high profiles or high net worth—comprehensive online
security in a way that is easy for them to manage.
We came up with a technique that uses Google Voice text messages as an alternative to authenticator
apps—although it requires a bit more setup, we think it’s easier to use and understand, plus it
acknowledges some people have to allow trusted assistants or consultants access to their accounts. Our
goal in sharing this technique is twofold. First, we hope that it might help other people looking for a
similar solution, and second, we’re hoping outside scrutiny will reveal any potential weaknesses or
vulnerabilities.
Where Are You Exposed?
First, let’s review some basics about keeping online accounts secure.
• Prioritize Your Accounts: Not every account, such as your average retail or content site, needs
bulletproof security. But others do. These include your email account, Apple ID, Google account,
Microsoft account, social media sites, financial sites, domain registrar, DNS host, Web host, Web site
content management system, online business applications, cloud storage, cloud backup, and photo
sharing sites. In short, you should put more effort into protecting any account that contains something
you wouldn’t want to lose, wouldn’t want to be revealed to others, or wouldn’t want to misrepresent
you if an attacker were to use it.
• Use Strong, Unique Passwords: We’ve all heard this advice, but it bears repeating. Do not try to
memorize every password. Doing so means reusing the same passwords, or variants of a similar
password. The risk is that if any one site suffers from a security breach, a depressingly regular
occurrence, thieves now have access to all of your accounts. Every online account needs a unique,
computer-generated password, remembered by a password manager, such as 1Password, Dashlane,
LastPass, or at least the simpler ones built into current versions of Web browsers. I know only three of
my passwords: the administrator password for logging into my Mac, my 1Password master password,
and the password for my Apple ID. 1Password knows the rest.
Continued on page 4
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THIS MONTH AT SMMUG
February 10, 2020
6:00 Q&A Session
6:45 Networking Break
7:00 Ralph Kewish will talk about Keynote
and his walking the Camino de
Santiago in Spain.
8:00 Adjourn
Future Meetings:
March: Home networking part 1 by Jim
April: Photos by Mike, Skip, Guy Johnson
May: Music sources and devices by Jim &
Mike
June: Home networking part 2 by Jim
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Club News
Announcements
February Presentation
Ralph Kewish will talk about his walking the Camino de Santiago in Northern Spain. He will also discuss some of the things that should be
considered in doing a long walk, such as the use of cell phones for communication and an App for navigation. Pictures of the walk will be shown
along with his impressions of Spain.

Door Prizes For The February Meeting:
Acorn [software]
PopChar X [software]
Sound Studio [software]
$10 card
Grip pad
Lightning connector
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Continued from page 1
• Use Two-Factor Authentication: Two-factor authentication (2FA) is when you enter your password and then get a separate code or prompt, via
text message, onscreen dialog, or authentication app, to verify that it’s really you, and not just someone who knows your password. Most Apple
users see this when signing in with their Apple ID on a new device. You should enable 2FA for any important site that supports it. There are
several flavors of 2FA that I’ll discuss more below.
• Provide Fake Answers to Security Questions: In general, if you have 2FA enabled, you shouldn’t have or need security questions. But some sites
require them, and in those cases, operate under the assumption that there are unseen, nefarious databases about all of us that correlate all kinds of
information we might assume to be separate and private (the best-known are called “Facebook” and “Google”). Imagine that anyone can learn
everything about you with a few quick searches. One way to thwart attackers from hacking your security questions is to make up nonsense
answers—different for every site, of course—and keep them in the notes area of your password manager. What was the name of your first pet?
“Macatma Gandhi.” What’s your birthdate? Pick a random date like “1/9/1919.”.
• Think You’re Important: It’s normal to think that good security is for other people because you’re too insignificant to warrant a thief’s attention.
Alas, it’s 2020, and we’re all a lot more visible and important than we may believe we are. The phone number theft I’m about to tell you about
was motivated simply because its owner also held a two-letter Instagram name—highly valuable on the Dark Web black market, as it turned out.
Your Cell Phone Number Is the Weak Link
Even if you do all of the above, you may not be safe. One of the two account thefts we saw involved a sophisticated attack in which the victim—
who used strong passwords and a password manager—had thieves port his cell phone number from his SIM card to theirs. Once they had a phone
with his phone number, it was trivial to gain access to his accounts by requesting password resets, since the confirmation codes were sent by text
message.
You’re probably wondering how this could have happened. The thief used social engineering to persuade someone at the victim’s cellular provider
to transfer the number. Lest you think that’s an unlikely scenario, consider it from this angle: anyone from anywhere in the world can call your
carrier’s customer service, and every single employee who answers the phone has the capability of putting your number on another SIM card! That’s
a lot of exposure. Most carriers offer a transfer lock, passcode, or PIN that they’ll require before porting a number.
I called my carrier and activated a PIN, and I keep it in my password manager. I strongly advise that you do the same—here are informational
links for AT&T, Sprint, T-Mobile, and Verizon. However, I don’t want to rely solely on a carrier transfer lock. I don’t know how well they are
implemented, and I assume that some thieves are really good at what they do and may be able to talk their way around it.
The Problem With Authenticator Apps
Security experts usually recommend that, rather than receiving a text message for two-factor authentication, you instead use an authentication app,
such as Authy (see “Authy Protects Your Two-Factor Authentication Tokens,” 6 November 2014), Google Authenticator, or Duo Mobile.
The app provides, on its own, a code that changes every 30 seconds. Some password managers, such as 1Password, can operate as an authenticator
app as well. We agree that authenticator apps are a very secure method of getting a 2FA code.
The problem that we’ve found with standalone authenticator apps is that they’re not especially well designed.
Our clients have difficulty setting up new accounts in them, and the apps are difficult to use even once set up.
They’re serviceable for you and me, but I’m thinking about people who don’t read TidBITS. Even people who are
already using a password manager that has authenticator app capabilities would have to scan QR codes and absorb
concepts like “time-based one-time password” in order to set up 2FA.
Furthermore, for people like you and me, standalone authenticator apps have liabilities:
• If an assistant, colleague, or consultant needs to access an account, both people have to configure the
authenticator app for the account at the same moment, with the same seed.
• Sometimes the account name shown within the app is obscured, causing confusion if the user has multiple
accounts at the same site.
• Support for authenticator apps on a desktop computer may be limited, hard to use, or nonexistent.
• There is some risk of losing the 2FA codes after a device switch (we’ve seen this with Google Authenticator).
• The user isn’t told exactly what to do during login—they need to remember to look at the correct authenticator
app and find the single correct code from among the many listed.
• Many sites don’t support authenticator apps at all and instead require that you be able to receive an SMS text
message for 2FA.
1Password (and perhaps other password managers) elegantly addresses many of these concerns, such as by
putting the security code on the clipboard during autofill, and notifying that it has done so. But building 2FA
support into a password manager is not without its own issues:
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• Having both the password and the one-time code in the same app creates a risk of being permanently locked out of accounts if you lose access to
the password manager due to a lost master password or data corruption.
• Similarly, if there were some sort of breach of your password manager, a thief would have easy access to all accounts, despite 2FA being enabled.
• Giving a colleague or other trusted party access to an account still requires either simultaneous setup, or a more expensive “Teams” plan that adds
complexity by having a secondary shared vault.
• Again, many sites don’t support 2FA via authenticator apps, instead requiring that you receive an SMS text message.
We went looking for another solution.
Google Voice as an Alternative to Authenticator Apps and Cell Phone Numbers
Google Voice is a free service that gives you a phone number suitable for both calls and text messages. You can access it via the Google Voice iOS
app or a Web browser, and both can provide notifications.
The Google Voice service is attractive because it solves a lot of the problems we discussed with real cell phone numbers and authenticator apps:
• The phone number can’t be ported without login access to the associated Google account—there’s no one to fall prey to social engineering.
• Text messages are easily accessed from any browser or phone, making it easy for an assistant, colleague, or consultant to receive a code.
• Users get a notification on their phone as they would with any text message, so there’s no change in user experience.
• It’s easy for our clients to set it up for new accounts—all they have to do is provide an alternative phone number, rather than fuss with an
authenticator app and a QR code.
Our approach is to create a new Gmail account—with no real, identifying information in the email address, first name, last name, or birth date
fields—to host this Google Voice number. Then we add the Google Voice app to the user’s iPhone (and iPad if necessary) and sign them in.
Because the account email address in no way identifies them and is used for nothing other than hosting the Google Voice number, a thief should
never come across it. And, even if one did, they wouldn’t know to whom it belongs. (If you do try this Google Voice approach, be sure to remove
your real cell phone number from your account, which is added by default during setup. If you don’t, an attacker stealing your cell phone number
would still get the Google Voice text message codes. Also disable the default forwarding of text messages to your email address.)
With a strong password, the Google Voice account is secure. What if those credentials were lost? This may be overkill, but for account recovery of
the Google Voice account, should it be needed, we use another non-identifying email alias associated with the user’s iCloud address. The actual,
non-identifying iCloud account behind the alias can either be checked directly or forwarded to our client’s actual email. So, if a thief were to discover
the recovery address for the Google Voice account, they couldn’t log into anything with it. We also record the account creation date and fake
birthday, as Google may ask for them during account recovery.
By using the Google Voice phone number, our clients can easily set up two-factor authentication on any account simply by using an alternate
phone number. When a code is needed, they are actively notified via text message notification. An assistant, colleague, or consultant can access the
code as well. And the alternate phone number can’t be moved to a thief’s SIM card without login access to the Google Voice account.
Downsides to Google Voice for Two-Factor Authentication
The most significant disadvantage that we can see to this Google Voice approach is that if you don’t send a text message or make a phone call
every six months or so, the number expires. Google warns you about this, of course, but it is best to be proactive, as we are for our clients. It’s a good
idea to forward all mail sent to the Google Voice account’s Gmail address to an actively checked account, so that any warnings sent by Google are
seen. It would also be smart to set a biannual reminder on a calendar as well.
Some Web sites may reject a Google Voice number or may not accept text messaging as a primary means of 2FA. I have seen this in a handful of
cases. For example, Facebook will not accept a Google Voice number unless it is the first number you add to the account. CrashPlan supports
authenticator apps, but not SMS. For these kinds of accounts, you would need to make a strategic decision whether to use an authenticator app (or a
password manager that acts as one), enter the real cell phone number, or do without 2FA. Also, some prominent Web sites don’t support 2FA at all
(I’m looking at you, Spotify).
Adam Engst suggested another possible downside, which is the possibility of the Google Voice number receiving spam calls. We need to advise
our clients to ignore all calls and voicemails in the Google Voice app. Better still, in the Settings area of the app, you can disable incoming calls, as
well as filter possible spam, although this creates the risk of missing an important code if Google misidentifies it.
Finally, Google Voice is one of Google’s more peripheral products, so who knows if the company might drop it one day. Nonetheless, Google
would likely provide sufficient warning for users to make alternate plans.
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DOOR PRIZE WINNERS
For The February 2020 Meeting
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Can’t wait for the next newsletter to see what the guys and gals at Joy of Tech are up to? Then simply go on over to their
website and see past and current cartoons and other things
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iOS, watchOS, & tvOS
Apple Card (Finally) Gains CSV Statement Export
by JOSH CENTERS
Do you have an Apple Card? Did it throw a wrench into your personal accounting practices? When the Apple Card debuted, one of the top
complaints we heard from readers was that Apple offered no way to export your statements such that you could import the data into a personal
finance app. That has finally changed, with Apple now offering CSV exports of monthly Apple Card transaction data from the Wallet app. You
can import that CSV data into any spreadsheet and many financial apps.
Here’s how to get your data out of the Wallet app:
1. Open Wallet.
2. Tap your Apple Card.
3. Tap Card Balance.
4. Tap a month under Statements.
5. Tap Export Transactions.
That basic export will display the CSV data on your iPhone, which isn’t very useful. Tap the Share icon to send the CSV data somewhere else, like
iCloud Drive through the Files app or to your Mac with AirDrop.
Does this fit the bill for Apple Card data export and management, or do you need something more robust? Are you importing into a personal
finance package, and if so, which one? Let us know in the comments.
Upgrading from an Apple Watch Series 2 to a Series 5
by ADAM ENGST
When Apple announced the Apple Watch Series 5 back in September (see “Apple Watch Series 5 Introduces Always-On Display,” 10
September 2019), I initially categorized it as I had the previous several Apple Watch releases: undoubtedly better than my Apple Watch Series 2 but
not worth buying for myself.
Several weeks later, however, I realized that I had become increasingly disenchanted with the performance of the Series 2 and decided to treat
myself to a new Series 5. Then I could hand the Series 2 down to my son Tristan, and my mother could try his original Apple Watch to see if she
liked it. (Up to this point, Tonya had the newest model in the family, a cellular-capable Series 3.)
I’ve now had several months with the Apple Watch Series 5, and I wanted to share my impressions about what makes a difference and what
doesn’t. I’m sure not everyone will agree with my conclusions, but if you’ve been holding onto an older Apple Watch, you may find my thoughts
useful in determining whether or not to upgrade.
Always-On Display
First off, let’s dispense with the elephant in the room: the much-ballyhooed Always-On Retina display. It’s a fine screen, and nice to look at, but
the always-on aspect of it is, if not worthless, certainly not worth much. In essence, Apple is employing some clever engineering and user-interface
trickery to enable the display to continue showing something even when you’re not looking at it, all while maintaining good battery life. (Speaking of
which, battery life wasn’t a problem on my Series 2 despite its age.)
The Always-On Retina display works—there’s always something showing on the screen—but it doesn’t do what Apple implies. When you lift
your wrist, you see the screen brighten and various bits update from their previously dormant state. I’m not sure that’s any less annoying than waiting
a beat for the screen to light up, as was necessary for all previous models.
Worse, if you’re using an app—I often use the Strava app to record workouts—the screen doesn’t show the app, just the time, until you raise your
wrist and look at it. I suppose that’s better than nothing, but if I’m using the app, I want to see the app, and waiting for the screen to brighten and
the time screen to be replaced by the Strava screen isn’t notably better than having the screen be entirely dark when you’re not looking at it.
Don’t buy an Apple Watch Series 5 because of the Always-On Retina display.
Similarly, I’ve found no benefit to the new built-in compass in the Series 5, or its international emergency calling. That’s me—if you regularly care
about what direction you’re facing or worry about reaching emergency services on regular international trips, these features may be important to you.
Bigger Screen
So let’s talk about what does make a difference. The first thing I noticed when I got the Apple Watch Series 5 is that its screen is bigger: 40mm
(324-by-394 pixels) on the smaller model that’s the right size for my wrist, compared to the Series 2’s 38mm (272-by-340 pixels). You wouldn’t
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think that 2mm of diagonal screen size would be a big deal, but all those extra pixels made a real difference.
Until the last month, I was struggling with a slightly out-of-date contact lens prescription that didn’t work well at wrist distance, meaning I could
barely read the watch without reading glasses. The larger screen was noticeably easier to read. If you’ve been frustrated by the size of text on the Apple
Watch screen, upgrading to a Series 5 (the Series 4 is no longer available, and the Series 3 has the smaller screen) may be a win for you.
Faster Performance
It’s impossible to compare the performance of the Apple Watch Series 2 at its 2016 launch to how it was working in 2019 with watchOS 5 and
then watchOS 6, not just because of the evolution of watchOS but because of newer apps and an older battery. The main non-Apple app I wanted
to use was Strava, and it was dog slow on the Series 2. (Where the dog in question is old and lame; it’s not clear why dogs get a bad rap for speed in
that cliché.) It felt like the entire interface was submerged in molasses—I’d tap a button and wait so many seconds for it to depress that I never quite
knew if I’d actually tapped it or not.
In contrast, the Apple Watch Series 5 has been a joy to use. It’s not the most responsive user interface ever, but it’s fine for what I do. Meanwhile,
when Tristan replaced his original Apple Watch with the Series 2, he was impressed at how much faster it was, and my mother hasn’t commented
on the performance of the original model that she’s using now, although she’s not using any apps. It’s all what you’re accustomed to.
I had wondered if the Series 5’s improved performance would encourage me to use more apps—had I been shying away from playing with apps
because I knew the performance would be dreadful? The answer turns out to be no—Strava remains the only non-Apple app I use, and of the
built-in apps, I still rely only on complications, Siri, and the Timer app.
Bands and Colors
I wasn’t a huge fan of the silicone Sport Band that came with my original Apple Watch, although Tonya likes hers. Nor did I like the woven
nylon buckle band that came with my Series 2. So when Tonya bought her Series 3, we got a Seashell Sport Loop with it, and I took that over. My
problem with the Sport Band was that the holes were never quite in the right spot for me, so it was sometimes a little too tight and other times a little
too loose. The Sport Loop, in contrast, is brilliant because you can adjust it to whatever size your wrist is (or feels like it wants) at the moment.
Every year, Apple announces new colors for its Apple Watch bands. I’ve liked some of them in the past, but at $49, I could never justify the
expense of replacing the grayish Sport Loop. I was looking forward to picking out a new color for the Sport Loop, but I was disappointed to discover
that every time Apple comes out with new colors, the company drops all the old ones. In my fashion cluelessness, I had assumed the others would
remain available. In the end, I was pretty happy with the Midnight Blue Sport Loop, but I remember liking other previous colors more. C’est la vie!
(If I ever get around to it, I’ll try the cheap knock-off Sport Loop replacements available from various Chinese companies on Amazon, like this
five-pack for $24.)
New Watch Faces
Apple adds new watch faces with each new version of watchOS and each new Apple Watch release, it seems, and not all are available on older
models. I was looking forward to exploring the new watchOS 6 faces that weren’t available on my Series 2, such as Gradient, Infograph, Infograph
Modular, Meridian, and more. Apple has a full list of every watch face, its customizable features, and its available complications.
Most of these watch faces seem merely like eye candy—I’m uninterested in an analog dial of any sort—but the Infograph Modular face provides
an alternative to the Modular face I had been using without losing any functionality.
Your mileage is likely to vary here since the choice of watch faces seems like the veritable definition of personal preference.
Was It Worth It?
Spending $499 to upgrade from the Series 2 to the Series 5 was worth it for me, especially given that I’m in the business of keeping up with Apple.
I opted to get the GPS+Cellular model not because I intended to use it but because Tonya will likely take over this Apple Watch at some point, and
she does need cellular connectivity because she often doesn’t have her iPhone 7 handy due to it being too large to carry comfortably on her body.
Plus, if something changes with a future version of watchOS or an app that makes cellular connectivity attractive, I’ll be able to sign up for it without
buying new hardware.
In the end, I would suggest that it’s probably worth upgrading to a Series 5 from an original Apple Watch, particularly given its aging battery, or a
Series 1. The improved performance and longer battery life will likely be welcome. It’s harder for me to say that the Series 5 is so much better than
the Series 2 that it’s worth even $399 to upgrade to the GPS-only version of the Series 5. Similarly, you will notice the larger screen and improved
performance if you’re moving from a Series 3, but just as with an upgrade from a Series 2, is it worth $400 to $500? Finally, unless you have money
burning a hole in your pocket, I can’t see much reason to upgrade from a Series 4 to a Series 5.
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Why Is the Apple TV Constantly Advertising at Us?
by JOSH CENTERS
The Apple TV app on the Apple TV is currently the bane of my existence. In theory, it should be a tidy way to manage everything you watch,
bringing together content from Apple, Disney+, HBO, Hulu, and other streaming services (but still not Netflix, for some reason), plus live news and
even sports. It sort of does that, but over time, Apple has started using the app to push the company’s own paid content, especially its Apple TV+
service. Open the Apple TV app and it inundates you with ads for Apple TV+ and its shows. Frankly, this bugs the heck out of me, especially since
many of the ads are inappropriate for my kid to see. Before I succumb to the need to rant, here’s a tweak to make the Apple TV app a little more
tolerable.
Replace “What to Watch” Ads with “Up Next” in the Top Shelf
If you use a fourth-generation Apple TV HD or Apple TV 4K, you’re probably familiar with the Top Shelf feature, even if you didn’t know what
it was called. Top Shelf is what appears at the top of the screen when you select one of the icons in the top row of the tvOS Home screen. It’s usually
a promotion for whatever the selected app offers.
Prior to tvOS 13, if you placed the Apple TV app in the top row and selected it, it
would display items from your Up Next queue, and you could swipe up and then left or
right to select one and play it directly from the Home screen. Useful! But in tvOS 13, the
default is to display autoplay videos of whatever Apple feels like promoting. Not useful!
(See “#DeathToAutoPlay—No More Audio and Video That Plays Automatically!,”
6 February 2019.)
Apple may be pushing its own service and shows in the Apple TV’s Top Shelf preview
area, but at least the company has given us an out. Simply go to Settings > Apps > TV
and select Top Shelf to switch it from What to Watch to Up Next. Seeing your Up
Next queue in the Top Shelf area is much more useful since it lets you quickly pick up
where you left off watching something.
Insert Rant about Apple TV Advertising Here
I roasted Amazon for this sort of pushy commercial behavior back when I reviewed the original Fire TV in “Fire Watch with Me: Amazon Fire
TV vs. Apple TV” (13 May 2014):
While Movies, TV Shows, and Music are fixed icons that you can’t ignore on the Apple TV, Amazon takes the Fire TV’s interface to a
whole new level of “Buy from me!” You literally cannot get to Netflix, Hulu, or any games without crossing the Amazon river of content,
though there is a Recent section under Home that shows recently opened apps and videos. The Fire TV makes no bones about being a
vehicle to push Amazon’s digital content.
With the Apple TV app, Apple has copied Amazon’s strategy almost verbatim. Besides the somewhat-useful Up Next feature, almost everything
on the home screen of the Apple TV app is geared toward getting you to give more money to Apple. Since I’m spending a bunch of time with the
Apple TV while updating Take Control of Apple TV, I have some thoughts about all of this.
Just under Up Next (which lists things I actually watch or may want to watch) is a section called What to Watch. Listed there—at least for me—
are The Bachelor (never seen it, couldn’t care less), The Mandalorian (already finished it), Ellen’s Game of Games (couldn’t care less), and so on. Each of
these items is either trying to get me to watch content in which I have zero interest or re-watch something I’ve seen before. There’s no way to
customize this list so that it’s helpful to me. Why isn’t the Apple TV app working for me, rather than for Apple?
Even more annoying is that the Apple TV app regularly advertises content that is wildly inappropriate for my children. I realize that statement risks
branding me as a prude, but the app is supposed to be the primary interface for content on the Apple TV and should be appropriate for all ages.
For instance, just below What to Watch is a banner for Apple TV+ that advertises children’s shows like Helpsters and Snoopy in Space alongside the
Jason Mamoa vehicle See, a show so pornographic that it even leaves hard-nosed critics baffled. (You may not want to click that link at work.)
I’m not here to play Church Lady; I’m just saying I’d like some control over what the Apple TV app shows. For instance, to get to the news
section of the Apple TV app, I had to scroll through ads for:
• The Morning Show, the Apple TV+ original that has more f-bombs than a Quentin Tarantino movie
• Fleabag, the opening scene of which has the protagonist gratifying herself to a Barack Obama speech
• Joker, a film about a mentally ill man who becomes a murderous clown
Joker might be the most egregious, since you have to pass somewhat disturbing still images of Joaquin Phoenix turning himself into the Joker. In
an odd nod to parentally prudish types such as myself, Apple edited the cigarette out of his hand, which may bother me even more. Why not just
pick a different scene or just not show stills from the movie? Joker made over a billion dollars on a $50 million budget and was one of the most
talked-about films of 2019. I don’t think it needs such a heavy-handed promotion.
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Again, I’m not here to knock the Joker movie (my wife and I enjoyed it) or your taste in entertainment. I’d like to either be able to hide explicit
content in the Apple TV app or at least have the option to move things like News above all the ads. If you live in a childless household, you’ll get
pretty tired of having to scroll through ads for Little Baby Bum to get to HBO.
Even if you don’t have kids and don’t object to adult content, being able to rearrange things in the Apple TV app would make it easier to navigate.
For instance, scrolling down the Watch Now screen, I come across three rows highlighting content from five seemingly random services: Apple TV+,
Disney+, HBO GO, STARZ, and PBS Video. I have subscribed to all of them at some point, but I’m currently interested in only Disney+. Why
can’t we move the services we want near the top of the screen and hide the others?
Apple gives you a small amount of control over only one section in the entire
Apple TV app. That’s Up Next, which keeps track of shows and movies to finish
and recently purchased items. You can press and hold a title in Up Next to see
options to remove it from your queue.
And if I set restrictions for movies and TV shows in Settings > General >
Restrictions, Up Next stops suggesting the content that I’ve restricted. So if your
rating limit is PG-13, R-rated movies don’t show up in your Up Next queue. Up
Next is the only part of the Apple TV app that caters to your interests. But with
tvOS 13 and Up Next being removed from Top Shelf by default, Apple seems to be
trying to wriggle even that level of control away from us.
Thankfully, the Apple TV app is entirely optional on the Apple TV unless you want to watch any of the AppleTV+ originals. To return to the
Home screen at any time, simply press and hold the Menu button. You can also set the Home button on the remote to go to the Home screen
instead of the Apple TV app—see “TipBITS: Make the Apple TV’s Home Button Go Home” (14 June 2019).
It’s unfortunate, though, that Apple hasn’t designed the Apple TV app to be actively helpful to the user. Instead, Apple has decided to make it a
promotional vehicle to shove the content the company wants you to watch down your throat. There are third-party alternatives—see “Avoid Netflix
AutoPlay Previews on the Apple TV with Reelgood and WatchAid” (9 August 2019)—but it’s a shame we have to look elsewhere for apps that
are working for us.
After all, an Apple TV costs between $149 and $199. At that price—much higher than most of the competition—is it too much to ask that we
not be inundated with advertising? Anyone who spends that much on an Apple TV will probably be interested in Apple TV+ without an
overbearing sales pitch, and turning such an expensive device into a billboard makes it feel cheap, like a Fire TV. Apple has always prided itself on its
good taste, and turning the Apple TV’s front end into an ad platform is anything but.

Apple Replacing Smart Battery Cases for the iPhone XS, XS Max, and XR
by JOSH CENTERS
Did you buy one of Apple’s Smart Battery Cases last year? Apple has announced that it is replacing some Smart Battery Cases for the iPhone
XS, iPhone XS Max, and iPhone XR due to charging issues that could prevent the case itself from charging or stop the case from charging the
iPhone. Apple produced the cases in question between January 2019 and October 2019. The company noted that these charging issues do not pose
a safety hazard—the affected cases just won’t work correctly.
If you have a case exhibiting these problems, Apple will replace it for free
at an Apple Store or through an Apple Authorized Service Provider
(make an appointment first). Apple doesn’t provide serial number ranges
or any other way to know if your case is affected; contact Apple Support
if your case isn’t having problems now but might still be covered—the
program is good for 2 years after the first retail sale of the unit.
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Macs & macOS

The Few Remaining Uses of the Word “Macintosh”

by ADAM ENGST
A quick quiz—just answer quickly, without thinking about it: Are you a Macintosh user?
I’m not actually interested in what computer you use, but your reaction to the word “Macintosh.” If you didn’t blink at it, you’ve probably been
using Macs for over two decades, whereas if it sounds funny, or even entirely foreign, your experience with Macs is probably shorter. Or you respond
well to branding changes.
For many years, the Macintosh was Apple’s flagship product, from the original Macintosh in 1984 to the Power Macintosh G3 (Blue and White)
in 1999. As far as I can tell from spelunking through MacTracker, the Power Macintosh G3 was Apple’s final Macintosh—after that point, we got
the iMac, the iBook, and the Power Mac G4. (It’s difficult to tell precisely when Apple shortened “Macintosh PowerBook G3” to just “PowerBook
G3.”) Somewhere around 2000, Apple started referring to its computers generically as “Macs.”
Some weeks ago, I was struck by the thought that Apple had almost entirely managed to scrub its corporate communications of the word
“Macintosh.” It’s not surprising, of course, but I was curious if the company had slipped up anywhere. To find out, I put together a complex
Google search that focused on just Apple sites, eliminating those which host third-party content like discussions.apple.com. It also eliminates pages
pointing at technical specifications for old products, a page listing obsolete products, and a spurious link to the Wikipedia page on HyperCard that
somehow got an apple.com URL.
My search confirmed my initial hunch about one remaining use of the word “Macintosh” by today’s Apple: the default “Macintosh HD” name of
the internal drive on a new Mac.
I had thought that was it, but after I published this
article, eagle-eyed readers clued me in to three additional
uses:
• If you choose Finder > About Finder, you get a
dialog that includes the phrase “The Macintosh
Desktop Experience.”
• On the back of the box for the iMac, and possibly
for other models as well, Apple has somewhat oddly
put the words “Macintosh
Think different.”
below the specs and fine print. It’s a nice nod to the Think Different ad campaign, though I’m surprised
to see Apple mentioning it.
• All Apple press releases include a description of the company that leads off with “Apple revolutionized
personal technology with the introduction of the Macintosh in 1984.” As a historical reference, this usage seems entirely reasonable, but it’s still
notable.
Is Your Drive Named Macintosh HD?
Many Mac users personalize that name immediately, although less experienced Mac users often don’t realize they’re allowed to change it. (If you’ve
never done it, just click the name once to select it and a second time to start editing it, just like a file or folder.)
Of course, in macOS 10.15 Catalina, with its bifurcated system approach, you actually have two volumes: Macintosh HD and Macintosh HD –
Data, the latter of which holds your files. Oddly, our friend Jeff Carlson reports that if you start with a new Mac and rename its internal drive in the
Finder, the APFS data portion of the drive will still be called Macintosh HD – Data in Disk Utility. He had no trouble renaming it to match in Disk
Utility (again, just click the name and type a new one), and he has experienced no subsequent problems.
What’s most curious about this vestigial naming is that everything about it is wrong. Besides the anachronistic use of “Macintosh,” the “HD”
abbreviation for “hard disk” or “hard drive” refers to a spinning disk drive, whereas most Macs rely on SSDs (solid-state drives). Even the case-less
hard drive icon in the Quick Look preview window incorrectly uses an image of a spinning disk to represent an SSD.
(Yes, you can buy the 21.5-inch iMac with a 1 TB hard drive, but you shouldn’t—the performance was poor before APFS and will likely be worse
with APFS in Catalina. I don’t recommend the Fusion Drive either; a straight SSD provides better performance, and you can add an external drive
for more storage if necessary. The Mac’s current file system, APFS, was designed with flash storage in mind—see “What APFS Does for You, and
What You Can Do with APFS,” 23 July 2018.)
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So what should Apple do? Customized icons for different types of drives would be a good
start. Time Machine drives get custom icons automatically, as do many other types of
storage devices that were more common in the past, so surely Apple could design different
icons for SSDs and Fusion Drives, and then display them appropriately based on the type of
drive.
Bonus points if you can guess the names of all
these icons.

ExtraBITS
Antivirus Maker Avast Sold Data on Millions of Users -- Motherboard and PCMag have teamed up to expose antivirus maker Avast’s practice
of collecting and selling data on millions of users. The harsh light of media coverage worked as it's supposed to, and Avast's CEO has announced
that the company is eliminating the program and shutting down the subsidiary that sold the data.
Apple Finishes Rolling Out Redesigned Maps in the US -- Apple has spent years overhauling its map data in the United States, and now it’s
moving on to Europe.
Tony Blevins: Tim Cook’s Cost Cutter -- As Apple watches its iPhone sales growth slow, the company has had to focus ever harder on keeping its
parts costs low. In such situations, Tim Cook looks to one man: Vice President of Procurement Tony Blevins.
Apple in 2019: The Six Colors 2019 Report Card -- How did Apple do in 2019? Jason Snell has once again gathered opinions from a large panel
of Apple observers—including a number of people from the TidBITS crew—to issue his annual Apple report card.
Apple Attacks the Unofficial Apple Archive -- Perhaps predictably, Apple has sent a swarm of lawyers after the Unofficial Apple Archive, issuing
over 3700 DMCA takedown orders.
Howard Oakley’s Deep Dive into Time Machine -- If you’re curious about how Time Machine works or are troubleshooting a problem with
your Time Machine backups, Howard Oakley has a lengthy series with useful details about Apple’s backup solution.
Disable Turbo Boost to Simulate Low Power Mode for Macs -- Developer and podcaster Marco Arment believes Apple should add a Low
Power Mode to macOS for laptop users, and he has numbers from disabling the Turbo Boost feature of Intel CPUs to support his case.
Is the FBI Gearing Up for Another Encryption Fight with Apple? -- Years after the FBI backed down from trying to force Apple to put a
backdoor in the iPhone, it looks like the agency may be trying again by requesting that Apple decrypt iPhones related to the December 2019
shooting in Pensacola.
Geoffrey Fowler Challenges Apple’s Privacy Stance -- Apple claims to be a guardian of consumer privacy, but the company does little to regulate
what third-party iPhone apps do with the data they collect. The Washington Post’s Geoffrey Fowler asks if Apple could do more to protect our
privacy.
CES 2020: PEPCOM Digital Experience Has Robot Suitcases, Wireless Fall Detectors, and a Lot of Earbuds -- Jeff Porten checks in from
another train with the items he saw at PEPCOM’s Digital Experience at CES, including chargers and robots, but so far no charging robots.
CES 2020: Flying Cars, Smart Pillows, and Virtual Dog Fences -- Jeff Porten had overlapping conference responsibilities this year, but he checks
in from Europe with his usual coverage of what was new, notable, and laughable at this year’s CES.
CES 2020: Tech Trends to Watch -- Our roving reporter Jeff Porten heads into CES 2020 with coverage of the annual Trends to Watch
presentation, which focused on (surprise, surprise) 5G, AI, streaming video, augmented reality, and well, a bunch of other things that seem less likely
to become real.
Reuse governed by Creative Commons license. TidBITS has oﬀered years of thoughtful commentary on Apple and Internet topics. For
free email subscriptions and access to the entire TidBITS archive, visit www.tidbits.com.
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Reviews

PopChar X 8.8
by L. Davenport

Did you know that most of your fonts contain thousands of characters, many of which are not accessible from the keyboard? PopChar X is a
program that lets you see and type all of the available and hidden characters for a particular font - including HTML special characters and characters
from Unicode fonts. You can set PopChar to load at startup or leave it as a stand alone application that you can
open whenever you need a special character. PopChar works with all modern applications that support
Unicode.
Figure 1. The PopCharX window
can be opened by clicking on a
Interface
small “P” placed in one of three
Once PopChar is installed, a small “P” appears in the upper left hand corner of the menubar. But if you don’t
locations in the menubar.
like that position, you can change its location to either the right
corner of the menubar or as a “Status Item” icon which will appear
in your menubar (Figure 1). Simply click on the “P” and instantly
the PopChar’s Character Table/window pops up (Figure 2). A list of
the installed fonts appears on the left. Pick your desired font and then
scroll down until you find the desired character and click on it.
Instantly that character is inserted into your document. It couldn’t be
easier.
Searching for characters
Remembering where all of the different characters are for every
font is impossible. For example, I knew that one of my fonts has a
double upward pointing arrows character that cross like an “X”. But
for the life of me, I couldn’t remember what its name was or which
font had it. Now, with PopChar all I have to do is:
1. Change the View to “Union of All Available Fonts” - this lets
you search for a character in all of your installed fonts
system-wide.
2. Do a search on the word “Arrow”.
Instantly all of the arrows for every font are shown in the PopChar
window. I just scrolled down until I found the desired double arrow Figure 2. PopChar’s Character Table helps you quickly find your desired
character or symbol.
character.
You can also search for all instances of a
letter, all the numbers, etc. Plus, you can
search by Unicode number and name. So
you can search for: “Acute Accent”, “℈”,
etc.
Reverse Search characters
Once you find your desired character
(whether its contained within your current
font or not), you can do a Reverse Search to
find out which font(s) contain that
character. This is accomplished by
Control-clicking on the character and then

Figure 3. You can quickly look up characters by their names. Just type one or more words to
search for, and PopChar will display only the characters that match the search criteria. For
example. You can even search by one letter like: “a” or by the word “number” as show in these
screenshots.
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selecting the “Mark fonts containing
...” menu option. PopChar places a
dot/bullet next to all of the fonts that
carry that character (Figure 4).
Clicking on the bullet instantly selects
the font and highlights the symbol in Figure 4. If you select a character like the NE Arrow shown in the upper left corner of the left
the character table.
image and then use the “Mark fonts Containing .…” option, PopChar will list all of the fonts
that have a particular character (center image) and place a blue box around the searched for
Magnifier tool and Font size slider
character (right image).
When you do a search for a character,
occasionally quite a few variations of that character appear with little accents or
subtle details here and there. Sometimes it may be difficult to decipher which
is the one you want. In these instances, you can either use the Font slider bar
to increase the size of the whole character table or use the Magnifying glass
tool to increase the size of each character that you place it over.
Favorites view
If there is a special character that you use quite often, you can add it to the
Favorites menu for quick access. Once you designate a character as a Favorite,
that character will be surrounded in pink within the PopChar’s character
table.
Supported Characters
PopChar supports both ASCII and Unicode characters. The theoretical
limit of characters in a Unicode font is approximately 1.1 million. But most
fonts only support a small subset of the Unicode characters (typicallyWestern
fonts contain a few hundred characters whereas Asian fonts contain more
than 10,000). Though OS X has full Unicode support, not all applications
can use Unicode characters.
When you select and thus enter a character into your document, it defaults
to the font format and size of your document’s font. But you can override this
default. At the bottom right of the PopChar window are three buttons. These
let you specify the type of text to insert: Plain Text, Formatted Text (you can
specify the font size of the inserted character), or HTML (which inserts
Figure 5. I turned on PopChar’s “Union of all available fonts”
characters as named or numeric HTML codes).
view option and did a search for “Arrows”. This brought up all
the arrows found in all of my installed fonts - System-wide.
Keyboard combinations and Character names
BTW: Characters that are not part of the current font appear in
When you place your cursor over a particular character, PopChar will
blue.
display (at the bottom of the PopChar window) the key combination
necessary to manually insert your desired character-provided there is a key combination. Some, but not all of the
hidden characters have keyboard combinations. Knowing the keyboard equivalent is very helpful if you must
repeatedly type an character in your document. Rather than looking it up over and over in
PopChar, you can simply learn the combination and then type the key combination over and
over again. Or you can add the character to PopChar’s Favorites list (Figure 8). Afterward all
you have to do is click on the character from this list to insert it.
In addition to the character’s key combination, the character’s name and font number will
also be listed at the bottom left corner of the window (Figure ).
Font Preview and Sample text
In addition to letting you quickly locate and insert specific characters, PopChar can also
generate Font Previews. This lets you see what your selected font would look like if you used it
when formatted using one of several predefined format styles:
• Lorem ipsum: the pseudo-Latin text, consisting of multiple paragraphs.

Figure 6. The chosen character’s name and key
combination are listed at the bottom of the
PopChar window (right). PopChar will place
an X over a keyboard if the searched for
character isn’t in the current font (left).
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• Fillerati: an English novel-like text.
• Blindtext: a single long paragraph.
• La Bastille: a historical essay in French.
You can search for which fonts have a particular character. In the upper
left of the Figure 4, I clicked on the north east pointing arrow. I then
selected the “Mark fonts Contains ↖”. A hollow bullet is placed to the
Figure 7. The “Shape Finder” lets you find a character by drawing
side of each font that is found and character is highlighted with a blue box
it.
around it.
The Font Info view reveals background information like version number, properties, supported languages,
copyright & trademark statements, the number of characters and glyphs, etc.
If a character cannot be typed with the current keyboard, the keyboard symbol appears crossed out (Figure 6 - Figure 8. You can place
bottom of the left image).
your most commonly used
or hard to find characters
Shape Finder
in the Favorites list for
Searching for a character is easy if you know the character’s name. But if you don’t know its name, you can use quick insertion in the
PopChar’s Shape Finder to locate your needed character. The Shape Finder is a yellow square that you can draw the future..
character on to (Figure 7). PopChar will do its best to locate all variants of that shape and then display them for you
to pick from.
Emojis
PopChar can help you find and insert colorful Emojis. It can also display symbols/Emojis that
would be difficult to create, since they consist of multiple characters. For example the base character
can be modified for a profession, make it a male or female, etc.
Apple’s Emoji font contains some faces and hands that come with 5 different skin tone variants.
PopChar places a skin tone indicator at the bottom right corner of the Emoji to make it obvious
which faces and hands have these variants (figure 9 right images).
Many emoji characters can be represented both in their traditional black and white form and as a
colorful emoji representation (Figure 9 left image) When you insert such a character in a
document, the target application chooses an appropriate representation. With PopChar, you can
control whether the text or the Emoji representation is used. Click the small triangle in the bottom
right corner of a symbol and choose the desired variant - just like choosing the skin tone variants.

Figure 9. PopChar places little buttons at the
bottom right corner of some Emojis. This
lets you know that you can change the skin
tone of faces and hands (as shown on the
right) or display the character as black &
white text or as a colorful Emoji (on the left).

Practical Use:
In one of my previous reviews, I needed to show the Command modifier key (⌘). I tried to find it in the fonts that I use the most, but it eluded
me. So I had to take a very small screenshot of the Command key symbol that was in a document and use that. I have since learned from the
PopChar manual that that character is called: “Place of interest”. I typed that into PopChar’s search field and told it to “Mark the fonts containing
⌘.” I was pleased and surprised to see that it was in 29 of my 100+ fonts. I added it to PopChar’s “Favorites” section and now whenever I need it, I
simply go to PopChar and click on it from the Favorites list.

The Skinny
Evaluation: PopChar X really speeds up the insertion of special and hidden characters and is much more feature rich and helpful than Apple’s
Character Viewer. If this review peeks your interest, I suggest that you view several short video’s on Ergonis software’s web site. It shows PopChar in
action.
Requires: OS X 10.6 10.15
Company: ergonis software
Street Price: EUR 29.99 = (?) $30.00 (Depends on the currency exchange rate at the time of purchase)
Available Demo Copy
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Acorn 6.5.3
by L. Davenport
I have been using Photoshop for about 30 years. I liked it and have upgraded it throughout the years. But that all stopped when Adobe went to a
subscription model. So I have been stuck using the old Photoshop CS6 for quite a few years. Well that is going to stop with Apple’s Catalina Photoshop is incompatible. That’s when I decided to see if Acorn would be a good replacement. Acorn is a picture and image editing program that
comes in at a fraction of the cost of Photoshop. Plus once you buy it - it’s yours. No subscription.
User Interface
When you first open Acorn you are presented with the familiar canvas in the center of the screen with the Tools palette to the left and the
Inspector/Layers Palette
to the right. All are
floating palettes rather
than docked together.
As I compared the Tool
palettes between Acorn
and Photoshop, I notice
that Acorn’s palette
contains a lot (but not
all) of the tools that the
Photoshop Tool palette
has. The user interface
has the option for the
light Aqua and Dark
Aqua appearance - the
first two screenshots are
in the dark appearance
and the rest are the light
Figure 1. Acorn’s workspace has the typical canvas with the tool palette and Inspector on either side.
appearance.
Photo Effects
Acorn comes with many photo effects: Tilt shift, vignette, drop shadow, gradients, sharpening, color correction,
distortions, blurs and many more. With Acorn’s filter panel, adding effects to your images is very easy. Effects can be
seen in real time, so you can get your adjustments just right.
Vector & Bezier Tools
Acorn includes a variety of vector tools, such as stars, arrows, Bézier curves, and text
tools, along with boolean operations (union, intersect, difference, exclude, and
divide). These boolean operations can be performed on multiple shapes to make
complex vectors in your images.
Acorn’s tools can also convert text to Bézier paths, add and subtract Bézier points,
smooth, and reverse your paths.
You can easily create a shape or path and then wrap text or Emojis along or around
this path (Figure 11). You can modify your text with on-canvas controls for circle Figure 3. These are flowers
radius, rotation, and inversion or use the baseline and kerning sliders to fine tune your were created using the
text.
Vector Shape and Bezier
tools. BTW: The three
Figure 2. The Filter Shape Processor
images on the right were
window lets you stack The Shape Processor (Figure 10) gives you parameters that you can use to tweak,
created from the pink and
filters together to make generate, and adjust shapes non-destructively. The processor also allows you to stack
blue star on the left.
workflows.
unlimited processes just like you can with filters.
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Figure 4. The Brush Designer lets you modify existing brushes or create new ones (left image). There are sliders to adjust all aspects of the
brush and a small canvas to test all of the changes in real-time. Once saved, your brush will appear in the Brush palette under the
heading/folder that you choose (see it located at the bottom of the drop-down menu shown in the right image).
Non-Destructive filters
Acorn comes with a wide range of filters that
you can apply to your image: Everything from
Blur, Color Adjustment, and Distortion effects, to
Sharpen, Stylize, and Tiles Effects. You can stack
your filters to make a workflow (Figure 2). You
can even create your own filter workflows and save
them so you can reuse them at a later date.
Filters are nondestructive, meaning they won’t Figure 5. Photoshop Brushes can be installed in Acorn under the Imported heading.
permanently alter your image. So you can come
back at a later date and change the values of an applied filter. However, all
filters do become permanent once you flattened the image.
Go to Flying Meat’s web site if you would like to see what the various filters
look like when applied to an image of the Space Needle and to a rectangular
shape.
Brushes
Acorn comes with a variety of brushes which includes, but is not limited to:
Paint, Smudge, Doge, Burn, Stamp, and Clone. There is also a “Brush
Designer” that you can use to modify a current brush or quickly create a new
brush (Figure 4 left image). Once you have set the new brush's size, softness,
flow, etc. you can add the new brush to an existing category: Pen, Shapes, Figure 6. Not only is there a typical Clone tool, but Acorn’s
Pencil, Watercolor or Basic Round (Figure 4 right image). From then on it Clone tool can also clone from one image file to another! In
will be available to use - it is not document specific.
this screenshot you can see the original fish image is sitting on
If you are moving over from Photoshop, you don’t have to worry about top of the blank image that I am cloning to.
losing all of your Photoshop brushes. Simply drag these brushes onto the
Acorn icon and they will be imported into Acorn. I tested this by dragging my
whole Photoshop brushes folder into Acorn. All but a few appeared in Acorn’s Brush
palette’s “Imported” heading (Figure 5).
Clone Across Images, Layers, and More
Acorn’s clone tool gives you the ability to clone layers, clone from group or shape
layers, and across different images (Figure 6). You can easily modify the clone brush’s
softness and flow in the inspector palette.
Figure 7. Acorn adds nine “Workflows” to Automator.
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Taking Screen Shots
When Acorn is opened, it adds a: ⌘⇧6 key combination that will take a
screenshot of your screen. It then loads that screenshot into Acorn. What’s
interesting, is that this key combination will work even if Acorn isn’t the
currently active program. Of course this key combination disappears once
you quit Acorn.
Multi-Stop Live Gradients
Acorn’s gradient tool allows you to create a blend of colors fading into
one another on your image. So you can create a rainbow gradient by
selecting multiple colors with the tabs located just below the gradient
display (Figure 14). Acorn comes with a handful of useful gradient presets
plus you can save gradients that you create. Just click on a preset and it will
load in the gradient preview.
Acorn Automator Actions and JSTalk Scripts
Acorn can be used with Automator to process one or more images and
to change the file format of the images. Acorn adds around nine Figure 8. If you want to share you images on the internet, you can
“Workflows” to Automator’s Photos heading. (Figure 7). You can use these use Acorn’s Web Export panel to set its format, size, etc.
to crop, trim, and combine multiple images. Automator can also be used
with Acorn to batch process images for watermarking, scaling, trimming, exporting, cropping, and more. The Acorn documentation includes a few
AppleScript and JSTalk Script examples. You can even download additional workflows for the Flying Meat’s web site.

Figure 9. One of Acorn’s tutorials shows you how to restore and colorize old photos.
Styled Text import
You can copy styled text from another source and then bring it into a layer in Acorn. So far (except
for Photoshop’s styled text) all of the styles that I have brought into Acorn have remained intact.
Image formats that Acorn Supports
Acorn supports: AI (Adobe Illustrator),
BMP, GIF, HEIF (high eﬃciency image
file format - but Mac OS 10.13 or later is
required), ICO (Microsoft Icon), JPEG,
JPEG 2000, PNG, PICT, PDF, PSD, RAW
(32, 64, or 128 bit images), SVG, TGA, and
TIFF.
BTW: Acorn does its best to open PSD
(Photoshop)
images, and if possible, preserve
Figure 10. The Shape Processor gives you tools to quickly modify your shapes, such as
the layers. However, (as mentioned earlier)
turning a hexagon into a psychedelic flower or making a spiral of multi colored stars.
the Photoshop styles and editable text are not
supported. - I tested this by creating an image
in Photoshop, I added multiple images on different layers, and created a block of text. I then changed the size, formatting and fonts of the sentences
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and then saved it as a PSD file. When I brought it into Acorn, all of the layers were still there and modifiable,
but the text formatting was stripped away. However, the text was still selectable and I could reformat the text
using Acorn’s text tools.
As just mentioned, Acorn has a “Layer Export” option
which lets you export the contents of a single layer or all of
the layers into separate files. It also has a “Smart Layer
Export” that is an alternative to traditional slicing found in
other image editors. Exported layers can be saved at: 1, 2, 3,
or 5 times the original size.
There is also a “Web Export” option that lets you choose
the file format for your image destined for the Internet Figure 11. The “Text on a Path” tool lets you wrap text around and along paths.
(Figure 8). It also displays the dimensions of the image when
saved and it even has an option to remove the metadata from your images.
Tablets
For those of you that have tablets, you will be glad to hear that Acorn worked
perfectly with my Wacom tablet. The width of lines grew and shrunk
depending on the amount of pressure applied and the eraser on the tablet’s pen
worked just fine. No need to change to the eraser tool - just flip the pen and
start erasing. BTW: I wanted to also test Acorn using Catalina’s Sidecar, my
iPad Pro, and my Apple pencil, but unfortunately my Mac wasn’t compatible
with Sidecar. So I installed Astropad instead and it perfectly mirrored my
desktop which included my opened Acorn program. Applying more or less
pressure with the Apple pencil on the iPad resulted in thicker and thinner
strokes in Acorn (Figure 13).

Figure 12. I believe that you learn faster by doing it than reading
about it. So I was pleased to see that the Flying Meat’s web site
contains many tutorials (like the Puzzle and Box tutorials show
above).

Testing
The only way to really get a good feel for a program is to put it through it paces. So I decided to work my way
thorough quite a few of Acorn’s tutorials. I think the one that I enjoyed the most was the one where you turn an
image into a puzzle (Figure 12). My next favorite was the “Create a box” tutorial. I printed it out and it actually
did fold into a small box!
After working my way through the tutorials, I was able to learn not only the basics but a lot of the advance Figure 13. Acorn supports
tablets and pressure sensitive
capabilities of Acorn.
styluses.
Apple Store vrs. Flying Meat’s Web site download
If you purchase Acorn from the Mac App Store, certain AppleScripts, Automator Actions, and JSTalk scripts may
not work for you because of the sandboxing restrictions required by Apple. The downloaded version from Flying
Meat’s web site does not have these restrictions.
Last thoughts
Acorn has too many tools for me to cover them all in this limited space. If you want to know more about Acorn, I
suggest that you go to the Flying Meat web site and browse through Acorn’s documentation and tutorials. Then
Figure 14. You can create
download the trial copy and take it for a test run and see for yourself.
a rainbow gradient by
selecting multiple colors.
The Skinny
Evaluation: I was quite impressed with all of the tools and options that Acorn has and that many of the keyboard
shortcuts and tools were the same as Photoshop’s. The only thing I really miss is recordable actions, since I use those a lot. But on the other hand, not
many graphics programs have the recordable actions option. So I won’t give Acorn a demerit for not having it either.
Requires: Mac OS X 10.10 - 10.15
Company: Flying Meat
Price: $29.99 from both the Mac App Store or from Flying Meat’s web site; There is a $10 student discount (from Flying Meat’s web site)
Available 14 day trial copy
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Sound Studio 4.9.4
by L. Davenport
Sound Studio is an audio recording and editing program. It can be use to record podcast, digitize old vinyl recordings and cassette tapes, make
iPhone ringtones, and edit your recordings. It has tools to tweak levels and equalization thresholds, create mixes, and apply digital effects.
User Interface
Sound Studio’s document window is where you record, edit, and play back your recording (Figure 1). At the bottom of this window is the input
level meter and input gain slider control, the transport controls (on/off/record), the time readout, the loop playback control, and the output level
meter and output gain slider control.
The waveform of your whole recording is displayed across the top of the window in a long thin strip. You can use this to quickly jump to different
parts of the recording. Above that is a ruler that has markings in minutes, seconds and fractions of a seconds.
The editing/track area has larger waveforms displayed along a timeline which you can zoom into or out of, as needed. Here is where you make
your selection, edit the audio, put down markers, and do other editing tasks.
Soundboard is not limited to just two tracks, you can add multiple tracks to your recording. The number of tracks is limited only by your
computer’s processor and memory constraints. You can make adjustments to all or just one of your tracks. You can even make a one-channel (track)
document, which would be perfect for spoken recordings like a podcast.

Figure 1. This is Sound Studio’s Document window where you record, edit, and play back your audio. In this screenshot you will see
that the top track is the audio part of the podcast and the bottom track is the background music.
The area to the right of the editing area is the Markers Sidebar. This lists all of the markers and where (time-wise) the marker sits within the
recording. You can quickly delete one or more marker from this sidebar and you can click on a marker’s name/number to quickly jump to that
marker’s position within the recording. If you look towards the top of the window, you will see all three of the markers placed in the thin waveform.
Editing
• Metadata: You can add or edit your recording’s iTunes metadata and ID3 tag data, such as the artist, album, genre, etc. (Figure 2). This metadata
will appear in iTunes’ “Song Info” window (Figure 3) and in the Finder’s Get Info window for that recording. You can edit the cover artwork
(notice the hummingbird on a green background in the upper left corner of Figure 3. If you want, you can add the song’s lyrics and many other
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Figure 2. You can add metadata to your recordings.

Figure 3. The metadata will show up in
iTunes and the recording’s Get Info window.

tags that will show up in iTunes.
• Filters: You can edit and create digital effects using Sound
Studio’s built-in filters and plug-ins. Sound Studio comes
with a lot of audio modifying options such as: Normalize,
Amplify volume, Fade in/out, Dynamics Compressor (this
reduces differences in volume between quieter and louder
sections of audio), Chorus (this adds the effect of having
two voices or instruments playing the same tune, but since
they're not perfect, they are slightly out of tune and out of
time with each other), Delay and Echo, Pitch and Tempo,
etc. There are too many filters for me to talk about each
one in this review, but you can see a list of the filters from
the Figure 7 screenshot.
Some of the filters will let you save presets which saves the
position of the controls of an options window so you can
recall them later.
• Markers: Sound Studio can automatically generate
Markers in silent gaps or in a grid. Or you can manually set Figure 4. You can zoom in on your waveform for precise editing. BTW: You
Markers and then Split your recording into sections based can change the color of the waveforms and background.
on these markers (Figure 6). Sound Studio then saves each
section as a new file to your desired location on your computer. This option would be
helpful if you are digitizing your vinyl and tape library. You can record one whole side in
a session, place markers at the beginning of each song, and use this command to save
each song separately. Each will have the name for the marker that was set at the start of
each selection.
Disclaimer: SMMUG is in no way endorsing digitizing of your copyrighted digital and
vinyl recordings. We are just telling you what Sound Studio can do.
• Timer: You can manually push the record button to start your recordings or use Sound
studio’s timer option that lets you set the start and stop times (Figure 5).
Figure 5. Sound Studio’s Timer option lets you set
the start and stop times for your recordings.
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Figure 6. You can split your recording into sections based on
markers that you set. Sound Studio then saves each section as a
new file to your desired location on your computer
Sound Formats
Sound Studio supports these file formats: AAC (m4a), ADTS AAC, AIFF Audio,
AIFF-C Audio, Apple Lossless, Core Audio Format, NeXT/Sun Audio, MP3 Audio,
Figure 7. Sound Studio comes with a lot of filters that
Ogg Vorbis, System 7 Sound, Tab-delimited Text, and Wave Audio.
you can use to modify your recording.
Sound Studio records in either mono or stereo.
Batch Processing & Automated workflow capabilities
Batch processing/workflows can be accomplished by using Automator and AppleScript. But those that are not comfortable with Automator can
use Felt Tip’s Monbots program. FYI: Monbots is not compatible with macOS Catalina.
Input/Output devices
Sound Studio defaults to using the audio input and output hardware selections that you set the System Preferences. Typically, it’s the built-in
audio hardware. But if you have connected a USB or Firewire hardware device to your computer, you can select it instead (I tested this by using my
headphone/mic USB device - it worked perfectly). You can even select a one device for input and a different device for output.
Sound Studio has a button that will open up the System’s “Audio MIDI Setup” which can be used to configure audio hardware connected to
your computer. You can also use it to set the native sample rate and format of the hardware, which is important if you want to record at a higher
than normal sample rate.
Limitations
• Sound Studio does include an Interpolate filter for removing simple individual spikes (such as from audible clicks) from the waveform. But it does
not have a Noise removal or de-essing option.
• Sound Studio cannot play back and record audio at the same time. So no multi-track recording or overdubbing.

The Skinny
Evaluation: Sound Studio is an good tool to reach for when it comes time to produce a podcast, record the local garage band, or resurrect a noisy
recording from the past. It is easy enough for the novice user to use for basic audio editing but it has also enough options for most advanced users.
Requires: OS X 10.11 - 10.15
Company: Felt Tip Inc.
Price: $49.99
Available Trial Copy
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Tidbits
Apple Allegedly Dropped Full iCloud Backup Encryption under FBI Pressure
by JOSH CENTERS
One downside of iCloud Backup for those who are interested in privacy is that, unlike with the Mac’s FileVault data encryption, Apple provides
no option to store the encryption key yourself. Instead, Apple always holds that encryption key, thus giving the company access to everything in your
backup. Some similar services—including Backblaze, iDrive Online Backup, SOS Online Backup, and Zoolz Home—allow you to create and
store a personal encryption key, ensuring that you and only you can ever read those backups. Lose that key and the data is gone forever, with no
recovery option.
Reuters is reporting that Apple made the decision not to let users create and store personal encryption keys for iCloud Backup under pressure
from the US Federal Bureau of Investigation. Apple’s privacy stance has caused it to clash with the FBI in recent years, first over Apple’s inability to
decrypt the San Bernardino shooter’s iPhone (see “Thoughts on Tim Cook’s Open Letter Criticizing Backdoors,” 17 February 2016), and most
recently over the Pensacola naval base shooting (see “Is the FBI Gearing Up for Another Encryption Fight with Apple?,” 9 January 2020).
Although Apple has used these public spats to bolster its privacy cred, Reuters sources say the company contacted the FBI before moving forward
with allowing users to hold their own iCloud Backup encryption keys. The FBI objected, and Apple decided to drop the feature because it “did not
want to risk being attacked by public officials for protecting criminals, sued for moving previously accessible data out of reach of government agencies
or used as an excuse for new legislation against encryption.” Reuters’s sources are anonymous but include several current and former Apple and FBI
employees.
However, Reuters may not have the whole story. Both our security editor, Rich Mogull, and iMore’s Rene Ritchie have heard that part of the
motivation for not offering a personal encryption key is the number of people who lock themselves out of their iCloud accounts. As long as Apple
holds those encryption keys, the company can help users get back into their accounts and restore their data.
What can you do to protect your data from being turned over by Apple in response to a court order? You could disable iCloud backups on your
iPhone and iPad in Settings > Your Name > iCloud > iCloud Backup and instead perform encrypted backups on your Mac, either in iTunes or in
the Finder in macOS 10.15 Catalina. Unfortunately, we’ve found such backups to be somewhat unreliable in recent years. Also, remember that as of
iOS 13, you can now transfer apps and settings directly from an old iPhone to a new one, without the intermediary of an iCloud backup.
Regardless, Apple is stuck between a rock and a hard place. The company’s privacy stance dictates that it should allow users to encrypt their iCloud
backups such that even it can’t peek into them. Simultaneously, Apple also has to deal with accusations, now from both Democratic and Republican
administrations, of protecting criminals. And it must also walk the more prosaic line of trading off a hard-line privacy stance against the very real need
to deal with simple human error at a massive scale.
Squash Is a Fun Way to Compress Images
by JOSH CENTERS
We’re fans of MacPaw’s Setapp, which offers access to over 170 apps for $9.99 per month. When a specific need comes up, it’s nice to be able to
click the Setapp icon in your menu bar, search for what you need to do, and get access to the right tool in minutes.
As the author of several Take Control titles, I’m in a constant battle to keep PNG images small without sacrificing clarity. My first line of attack
employs the Mac’s built-in Preview app, which lets me reduce the image’s size and resolution in Tools > Adjust Size, and crop out unnecessary bits
by selecting the portion of the image I want to keep and pressing Command-K (for more details, see Take Control of Preview). But those
techniques take me only so far before image quality suffers.
There are lots of free options for shrinking PNG images without a noticeable loss in image quality. You can find Web sites like TinyPNG (which
also offers a Photoshop plug-in), command-line tools like OptiPNG, and native Mac apps like the free and open-source ImageOptim (which also
provides a command-line interface and a Web service).
I’ve always leaned toward OptiPNG for this task, but the last time I needed to compress some images, I was working on a new iMac that I had set
up from scratch. I was in a hurry to get my tasks done and didn’t feel like diving into setting up Homebrew and the myriad command-line tools I
enjoy, since that’s a long and winding rabbit hole.
So I decided to check Setapp, where I found a fun little utility called Squash from Realmac Software. On its own, it costs $14.99 from Realmac
or the Mac App Store. I doubt I’d pay that much given that there are so many good free utilities in this space. My choice to give it a try highlights
the genius of Setapp: developers get to monetize otherwise overlooked apps, and users get quick access to a set of curated utilities.
How Squash Works
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Squash is a simple app. Invoke it by dropping an image or set of images on its Dock icon or into the Squash window. Then it works its
image-compression magic, tells you how much it compressed the image(s) by, and prompts you to save. Squash does not overwrite the original
image but instead saves it as a new file with “-squashed” appended to the original file name. You can change the suffix in Squash > Preferences.
What distinguishes Squash from its competition is that Realmac has managed to make an image compression app fun. While your image is
compressing, an animation plays of a clamp squishing a picture frame. Squash also plays a funny noise by default, but if that annoys you, you can
turn it off.
A silly animation while compressing images might be a trivial reason to like a utility, but what’s wrong with adding a little whimsey to such a dull,
repetitive chore? For many of us, isn’t that why we started using the Mac in the first place, because it was fun? Form should always follow function,
but this world is in desperate need of joy as well.
So let’s talk about function. I mentioned a lot of apps that compress PNGs. How does Squash stack up in terms of space saved? I took three PNG
screenshots: 91 KB MB, 5.7 MB, and 19.5 MB in size. I compressed them with ImageOptim, OptiPNG, and Squash. I compressed each image
with Squash twice, once with the default setting, and again with the More Compressed option enabled.
In terms of real-world file sizes, the apps were fairly similar (what’s a few bytes these days?), but the relative percentage differences were greater than
I had expected. When using its default settings, Squash was consistently in last place in terms of compression, but when I enabled its More
Compressed setting, it consistently achieved or tied for first place.
Image 1 (91 KB)
• Squash (More Compressed): 48 KB (47.3% smaller)
• ImageOptim: 48 KB (47.3% smaller)
• OptiPNG: 54 KB (40.7% smaller)
• Squash (default): 54 KB (40.7% smaller)
Image 2 (5.7 MB)
• Squash (More Compressed): 2.9 MB (49.1% smaller)
• ImageOptim: 3.2 MB (43.9% smaller)
• OptiPNG: 3.3 MB (42.1% smaller)
• Squash (default): 3.6 MB (36.8% smaller)
Image 3 (19.5 MB)
• Squash (More Compressed): 14.8 MB (31.8% smaller)
• ImageOptim: 14.8 MB (31.8% smaller)
• OptiPNG: 15.5 MB (20.5% smaller)
• Squash (default): 17.4 MB (10.8% smaller)
I won’t pretend that this test was comprehensive. I could have spent hours trying different settings in ImageOptim, different images, and various
other utilities. There are two takeaways from this data:
• There is a difference in image compression apps and methods.
• You should turn on the More Compressed feature in Squash. The extra wait is worth it.
Squash offers other features too, including conversion of PNG to JPEG, JPEG compression, and quick conversion of PSD to JPEG. The last
feature is especially interesting if you find yourself converting Photoshop documents to JPEGs often since it saves you the time and trouble of
opening Photoshop or a similar image editor.
If you subscribe to Setapp, I recommend giving Squash a try. Outside of Setapp, ImageOptim is a quality free app that does a fine job, even if it’s
not as fun.
Front and Center Brings Back Classic Mac Window Management
by JOSH CENTERS
In the classic versions of Mac OS, if you clicked one application window, that click
would bring all of that application’s windows to the front. Apple abandoned that
behavior in Mac OS X, changing things so clicking an app’s window would bring only
that window to the front. If you want all of an app’s windows to come forward, you have
to click the app’s Dock icon. Some utilities, like DragThing, could restore the old
behavior, but the advent of macOS 10.15 Catalina and Apple’s elimination of support
for 32-bit apps killed them all off.
In response, Lee Fyock and John Siracusa created Front and Center to solve the
problem. It’s available from the Mac App Store for $2.99.
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HOW TO FIND US
General meeting:
SMMUG General Meetings are held on the SECOND Monday of
each month at Fire Station 14 located at 1875 Dublin Blvd (at the
intersection of North Academy and Dublin).
Directions:
From Academy, go east on Dublin and then turn right on
the very first street. There is parking on the west and south
sides of the Fire Station (with additional parking located to
the north and further west of the Fire Station). The entrance
is on the west side of the building.
Smoking is not permitted on the premises.

Sig meeting:
The SIG Meetings are held on the SECOND Saturday of each month at Fire Station #18’s meeting room - located at: 6830 Hadler View
[the fire station is behind Walgreens].
Directions:
#1) Take I-25 to Garden of the Gods Rd (head west), turn right on Centennial, left on Flying W Ranch Rd., right on Hadler View.
#2) (This route is bumpier and probably not the best for winter travel) Take I-25 to E. Woodman/W. Rockrimmon Blvd., turn right on Vindicator
(at the Safeway intersection), and then right on Hadler View.
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About Us
The Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonprofit educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs,
Colorado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices.
Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the second
Monday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, where
our collective expertise can help answer your questions.
All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can
participate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Oﬃcer Elections. No corporate
memberships are granted.
Our oﬃcers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operating the club and its meetings.

Membership Application Form
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and access to the
bargains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG renewal membership dues
($30) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the following year. Use the following table for
NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY:

JAN 1 to MAR 31 - $30.00
JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $15.00
Please Print Clearly!
Name
Street Address
City/State/ZIP
Home Telephone
E-mail Address
Have you previously been a member of SMMUG?
How did you learn about SMMUG?

APR 1 to JUN 30 - $20.00
OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $10.00
Today’s Date

Business Telephone

Make your check payable to: SMMUG
Then mail or give this form and your check to:
SMMUG, Inc.
2100 Wood Avenue
Colorado Springs, CO 80907-6718

Please make an online account for me.
User Name _______________
Don’t make an online account for me.
I do not want one or I already have

